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January 23, 2016 
 
T
 

o Friends of Norman Lane, 

Two years had passed since that Friday afternoon in November. Richard Carlton and I were still students at 
Anderson Grammar School in Brownsville, but now we were in eighth-grade classrooms on the second floor of the 
main school building. It was the 1965-1966 school year, and we would be graduating from Anderson in the spring. 
Norman Lane Jr. was also in Brownsville that year, teaching French and sophomore English classes at Haywood 
High School. Norman had completed three years of law school at Vanderbilt University in Nashville but had not 
graduated, so he had attended the Summer Session, taking four courses to support his petition to reenter. On July 
28, while Norman was enrolled in that Summer Session of law at Vanderbilt, President Johnson had increased the 
commitment of American military forces in Vietnam to 125,000. 
 
I have one slight recollection with respect to the Vietnam War from that fall of 1965. It involved the Weekly Reader 
scholastic newspaper that was distributed in our Anderson Grammar School classrooms, fifty years ago. I seem to  
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remember a photograph or an article about Vietnam. The Battle of the Ia Drang Valley had been fought that 
November, so there was no shortage of news from Vietnam – and that particular news had been gut-wrenching to 
our parents. The Brownsville States-Graphic, in its weekly issue of Friday, December 3, 1965, had carried a 
photograph of PSGT William A. Ferrell, under the one-word banner, "KILLED." "This former resident of 
Haywood County was killed recently in Viet Nam." 
 
But then one day the Anderson principal, Mr. Thompson, called a special assembly in the auditorium – the same 
auditorium where President Kennedy's inauguration had been viewed on a bright January day in 1961, and where 
his death had been announced on that dark November day in 1963. Then-CPT Jim Tipton, US Army, was a 
Brownsville native and half-brother of Mr. David "Deedum" Tipton – Deedum and Suzy Tipton were very good 
friends of my parents. CPT Tipton had graduated from Georgia Tech in 1957 and had received his ROTC 
commission as an Army 2nd lieutenant. He had entered active duty with the 1st Armored Division at Fort Knox in 
March, 1958. Six years later CPT Tipton found himself in Vietnam with MACV (Military Assistance Command, 
Vietnam), serving as a military advisor with the South Vietnamese Regional and Provisional Forces. As LTC 
Tipton (US Army, Retired) put it in November of 2014, these South Vietnamese units were somewhat equivalent to 
a National Guard, or Home Guard – normally not being deployed away from their home village or district. Jim 
recalled one aspect fondly: "Had many a fish meal harvested by hand grenade. The slugs and leeches were hard to 
get down." On a more serious note, he talked about his periodic present-day visits to the Naval Aviation Museum in 
Pensacola, in his words, "to pay my respects to the old A1-E Sky Raider . . . a bit of an antique in the 60's. Would 
be mouldering in the mud in a rice paddy if not for a flight of A1's." LTC Tipton certainly knew well of the perils 
that faced MACV advisors. In the January 2, 1963, Battle of Ap Bac, as described in Neil Sheehan's A Bright 
Shining Lie, Captain Kenneth Good was serving as a senior military advisor to the 2nd Battalion, 11th Regiment, of 
the ARVN 7th Infantry Division. As Sheehan writes: 
 
 Capt. Kenneth Good, . . . had gone forward on a reconnaissance to try to get the stalled battalion moving.  He 
 had been wounded and needlessly bled to death because the ARVN captain he was with failed to report that he 
 was hit. . . . Two and a half hours after Good's death, when the paratroops arrived, the troops of his battalion 
 cheered and the bugler blew a rousing call. No one advanced or fired a shot to assist the airborne.1   
 
So then-CPT Tipton came to the auditorium at Anderson Grammar School that day during the 1965-1966 school 
year to talk to Richard and myself, and the other assembled students, teachers, and staff about a place we had barely 
heard of – VIETNAM. Looking back on it, almost fifty years later, LTC Tipton recalled that, although it had been a 
long time ago, he had probably told us something about the Vietnamese culture, a bit about how the war was going 
(fifteen American servicemen had received, or would receive, the Medal of Honor for their actions in Vietnam over 
1963-1965, including three in the Battle of the Ia Drang Valley), and a little (cleaned up, he said in 2014) about his 
personal adventures. While I don't recall any specifics of what then-CPT Tipton told us that day, Richard and I – 
and one of our best friends, John Burgess (especially John) were not far removed from the days of playing Army in 
the neighborhood, watching episodes of "Combat!" on television, and reading about the exploits of Sgt. Rock in 
"Our Army at War" comics. Richard's Dad had served with the Marine Corps in the Pacific Theater and had helped 
push the Japanese forces back to their main island home, my Dad had served with the Army and had helped push 
the German army out of Italy, and John's Dad – who had been editor of the States-Graphic since 1962 – had been a 
crewmember on a B-17 heavy bomber with the 390th Bomb Group, based in England. Mr. Owen's aircraft had been 
shot down in a mission over Germany on October 8, 1943, and he had spent the rest of World War II in a German 
POW camp. So while I don't remember what Jim Tipton said to us that day, one can imagine what the mindset of 
most thirteen-year-old boys in the audience was like.  
 
Richard, John, and I graduated from Anderson in the spring of 1966. Norman Lane Jr. had driven to Nashville one 
day that same spring – he had voluntarily enlisted on April 1 with the Marine Corps Reserve and had applied for 
admission to the 41st Class of the Officer Candidate Course at Quantico. As I have written, for calendar year 1966, 
inductions through the Selective Service System into the ranks of the US military reached their Vietnam-era peak of 
382,000 – representing an increase of 65% over the totals for 1965. And where were a great many of these young 
men headed? Perhaps more than any other individual, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara was working very 
hard on that side of the equation.  
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Robert McNamara served as US Secretary of Defense from January 21, 1961-February 29, 1968. GEN Earle 
Wheeler served as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff from July, 1964-July, 1970. GEN Maxwell Taylor served 
as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff until July 1, 1964; he then served as Ambassador to South Vietnam until 
August, 1965, and he served as part-time special consultant to President Johnson (November 22, 1963-January 20, 
1969), effective September 15, 1965. Generals Nguyen Van Thieu and Nguyen Cao Ky served as President and 
Prime Minister (later, Vice President) of South Vietnam, respectively, beginning in mid-June, 1965.  
 
As described by Robert Caro in The Years of Lyndon Johnson: The Passage of Power2, President Lyndon Johnson's 
first policy meeting on Vietnam had taken place on Sunday afternoon, November 24, 1963 – as late President John 
F. Kennedy's body lay in state in the Capitol rotunda. Based on their findings during an early fall visit to Vietnam, 
Secretary McNamara and GEN Taylor (then, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff) had recommended that 
President Kennedy plan toward the withdrawal of 1,000 US military personnel – from 16,700 to about 15,700 – by 
the end of 1963. With accelerated training of the South Vietnamese army, withdrawal of the bulk of US personnel 
by the end of 1965 was envisioned. Now, however, on November 24, history had intervened in two dramatic bolts. 
President Kennedy had been assassinated, and his death had been preceded – by three weeks – by the assassination 
of South Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem and the installation of a new government. Now-President Johnson 
met with Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge (Lodge served two terms as US Ambassador to South Vietnam, from 
August, 1963, to June, 1964, and from August, 1965, to April, 1967), Secretary McNamara, Secretary of State 
Dean Rusk (January 21, 1961-January 20, 1969), National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy (January 21, 1961-
February, 1966), and others. Two days after this meeting, President Johnson approved National Security Action 
Memorandum 273, which restated the withdrawal goals that had been endorsed less than two months before, while 
also planning (perhaps in the opposite direction) for possible increased US military activity, in the form of covert 
operations against North Vietnam, as articulated in OPLAN 34-A. President Johnson's Vietnam planning for 1964 
was summarized by Bundy: "It was so under Johnson, and it would [have been] under Kennedy as well. Neither 
man wanted to go into the [November, 1964, presidential] election as the one who either made war or lost 
Vietnam."  
 
But now, the election had come and gone. SFC William A. Ferrell, of Stanton, Tennessee, had served as a member 
of the honor guard at the President's January 20, 1965, inauguration. Execution of OPLAN 34-A had at least 
contributed to the Gulf of Tonkin incident in early August, 1964, and the Gulf of Tonkin incident had led directly to 
President Johnson's August 10, 1964, signing of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution. The troop ceiling of 125,000 US 
military personnel in Vietnam, announced by President Johnson on that late July, 1965, afternoon in the East Room 
of the White House, was very short-lived. Using one primary source3, published in 2011 by the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense and cited in full at the end of this story, I have developed the following time line – much of 
which corresponds to that 1965-1966 school year that Richard and I spent at Anderson Grammar School and the 
time line for this part of the story on 1stLT Samuel Bird. 
 
Secretary of Defense McNamara met in Saigon on July 16, 1965, along with GEN Wheeler and Ambassador-
designate Henry Cabot Lodge (see above), with Ambassador Taylor, GEN William Westmoreland, commander of 
the US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) from June, 1964-July 3, 1968, President Thieu, and 
Prime Minister Ky. The term Phase I first appears in the context of these discussions and was operationally defined 
as the "minimum strength," in numbers of US troops deployed in South Vietnam, "deemed necessary to reverse the 
current losing trend" there. On July 28, 1965, the President announced the immediate deployment of 50,000 more 
US troops to Vietnam, raising the troop ceiling to 125,000. Less than one month later, on August 23, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff increased the Phase I troop requirement to 210,000 total US troops. This request was met in three 
stages: on September 1, the ceiling was raised to 175,000; on September 29, President Johnson agreed to another 
20,000, with 15,000 to be added in mid-November, 1965. The total troop ceiling of 210,000, authorized with that 
September 29, 1965, agreement, constituted Phase I. 
 
Date        Ceiling             Actual deployed 
September 30, 1965      210,000 (Phase I)          132,300 
 
At the time of the mid-July conference in Saigon, Phase II was defined as the number of US troops needed "to 
convince the North Vietnamese that they could not win." In its first mid-July, 1965, incarnation, Phase II meant 
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95,000 more military personnel – again predominantly US ground troops. Preceding by twelve days the President's 
authorization of the full Phase I complement, on September 17 GEN Westmoreland issued a more robust Phase II 
strategy calling for approximately 113,000 more US troops. This percolated through the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 
Secretary McNamara's office, but as of November 11, 1965, the President had made no decision. The Joint Chiefs 
of Staff restated this Phase II goal on November 10, with the plan to have 333,000 (see next paragraph; a more 
accurate Phase I number was 220,000 troops) troops in Vietnam at the end of 1966. 
 
Sparked to an extent by the trauma of the November 14-17 Battle of the Ia Drang Valley, GEN Westmoreland 
increased his Phase II goal to 155,000 troops on November 23. On November 27-28 Secretary McNamara met with 
GEN Westmoreland and BGEN William DePuy, MACV J-3 (Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations), in Saigon. 
Phase II now meant 169,000 additional troops. On November 30, 1965, Secretary McNamara advised the President, 
counseling him in favor of deploying this level of MACV-requested Phase II support. Using the more accurate 
Phase I number of 220,000 troops, Program #2 (Phase IIA) would bring US troop strength in Vietnam to a total of 
390,000. That same day, Secretary McNamara informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that GEN Westmoreland's most 
recent troop requirements would be met on schedule, and that the Joint Chiefs of Staff should begin planning for 
these Phase IIA deployments. 
 
Date        Ceiling             Actual deployed 
December 31, 1965      390,000 (Phase I plus Phase IIA)      184,300 
 
As 1965 came to an end, there were 184,300 US military personnel in Vietnam – approximately 25,000 short of the 
Phase I goal. By the Phase IIA standard, the total number would reach 385,300 by the end of 1966 – an increase of 
200,000 troops over twelve months. 
 
Quoting from the 2011 historical compilation published by Edward Drea, "on 31 January 1966 Johnson ordered a 
resumption of the bombing campaign against North Vietnam that he had halted on 24 December. He still 
procrastinated over deploying more troops to Vietnam during discussions in February and March." 
 
Over February 7 and 8, 1966, a conference in Honolulu gave President Johnson the opportunity to meet with GEN 
Westmoreland, as well as with President Thieu and Prime Minister Ky of South Vietnam. Back in Washington on 
February 9, Secretary McNamara, who had attended the conference along with several high-level US civilian and 
military officials, notified the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the intention to deploy additional forces according to a "Case 
I" scenario, and this was followed by the Secretary's formal instruction to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, on March 10, to 
plan that deployment. As directed, this plan, which on July 2, 1966, was formally issued by the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense as SEA (Southeast Asia) Deployment Plan #3, would place a total of 431,000 US servicemen 
in Vietnam by the end of June, 1967. As of June 30, 1966, there were 267,500 US military personnel in Vietnam. 
 
Date        Ceiling             Actual deployed 
June 30-July 2, 1966      431,000 (Phase I, Phase IIA, and Plan #3)    267,500 
 
About two weeks before Plan #3 was issued, ADM U.S. Grant Sharp Jr., commander in chief, US forces in the 
Pacific (CINCPAC), revised the US troop requirements upward. Numbers totaling 475,000 US military personnel, 
by the end of 1966, and 559,000, by the end of 1967, were submitted. According to the Drea compilation, 
"CINCPAC's mid-June 1966 augmentation request remained under review by the Joint Chiefs for months." But on 
October 8, Secretary McNamara and GEN Wheeler flew to Saigon. GEN Westmoreland agreed with Secretary 
McNamara to a new goal of between 480,000-500,000 total troops by the end of 1967, and six days later the 
Secretary recommended to President Johnson that he stabilize the US force in Vietnam at 470,000. Program #4, 
first articulated for Secretary McNamara by his office on November 9, 1966, set new increased ceilings of 463,300 
and 469,300 for US troops in Vietnam as of December, 1967, and June, 1968. This Program was recommended to 
the President on November 17, 1966. As of December 31, 1966, 385,300 US military personnel were in Vietnam.    
   
Date        Ceiling             Actual deployed 
December 31, 1966      470,000 (Phase I, Phase IIA,        385,300 
         Plan #3, and Plan #4) 
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On March 18, 1967, GEN Westmoreland described a new plan that would require 200,000 more troops above the 
current Program #4 ceiling of 469,300. He articulated these ideas three days later during an in-progress war review 
– the Guam Conference – attended by President Johnson, Ambassador Lodge, Ambassador-designate (effective 
April 5, 1967) Ellsworth Bunker, Secretary McNamara, Secretary Rusk, GEN Wheeler, South Vietnamese 
President Thieu and then-Prime Minister Ky, and others. "According to Westmoreland, his evaluation left the high-
level audience 'painfully silent' wearing 'looks of shock.'" This dilemma was not resolved until Program #5 was 
included in the President's special budget message of August 3, 1967. 
 
Date        Ceiling             Actual deployed 
June 30-August 3, 1967     525,000 (Phase I, Phase IIA,       448,800 
         Plan #3, Plan #4, and Plan #5) 
 
According to the Drea analysis, "On July 14 [1967], McNamara directed the preparation of a revised deployment 
plan (Program #5) to increase U.S. troop strength in South Vietnam to 525,000. . . . Like McNamara, Johnson 
harbored doubts about the success of the latest measures." 
 
In mid-June, 1966, CINCPAC had issued the request for augmentation in US troop strength in Vietnam that would 
ultimately provide the basis for Program #4. About two weeks later, on July 2, the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense had formally issued SEA Deployment Plan #3. Sandwiched between these two dates, on Wednesday, 
June 22, Norman Lane Jr. wrote a letter to his Vanderbilt friend John Russell, who had completed the USMCR 
PLC-Law program at Quantico in the summer of 1963: 
 
 John-baby! 
  I got the final word from the Commandant,  
 so it is definite now that I will report to  
 Quantico on Aug. 22nd. If you get a chance  
 to write, I wish you would tell me what  
 to take with me. . . . Do I get Christmas vacation? 
 . . . I will be passing through Nashville  
 on August 14th, and will probably spend  
 the night there. Will you still be in town?  
 . . . Then I'll be coming back through  
 Nashville again on the 19th or 20th on my  
 way to Quantico. Hope to see you. 
   Norman 
 
The formal active-duty order directing PVT Norman E. Lane Jr., USMCR, to report to the Commanding Officer, 
OCS, Quantico, is dated July 11, 1966. The day before Norman had enlisted with the USMCR in Nashville, March 
31, 1966, there had been 231,200 US troops in Vietnam. Now, on June 30 – eight days after he wrote to John 
Russell, US troop strength in Vietnam totaled 267,500. 
 
Program #4 was recommended to the President on November 17, 1966. The following month, now-2ndLT Lane 
did get that Christmas, 1966, vacation he had asked John about. He spent time in Brownsville, Tennessee, with his 
mother – recently moved to Memphis from Bronxville, New York – his maternal grandparents Elizabeth and 
Marion Thornton, and his sister Linda, her husband Larry Nicholas, and their two-month old son, Michael. As 
Norman later wrote to his ten-year old pen pal, Carol Weston: "At Christmas they all came to Brownsville and I got 
to see my nephew for the first time. People have been calling me 'Uncle Norm' for years, and now I really am an 
uncle. My nephew, Michael, is a pretty cute baby, but he doesn't have much to say for himself. . . ."   
 
One week after Christmas, on December 31, there were now 385,300 US troops in Vietnam. Over the eight months 
since Norman Lane Jr. had enlisted, the number had increased by two-thirds.  
 
2ndLT Lane graduated with The Basic School (TBS) Class 3-67 on March 29, 1967. Two days later, there were a 
total of 420,900 American servicemen in Vietnam. For the twelve-month period from his enlistment until his TBS 
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graduation, the number had increased by over 80%. By the time President Johnson had included the details of 
Program #5 in his August 3, 1967, special budget message, 2ndLT Norman Lane Jr. had received a change of 
station order, dated July 17, 1967. Now there were over 448,800 troops in Vietnam. 2ndLT Lane's orders instructed 
him to report as follows, to: "CG FMFPac WestPac (TFAC Camp Butler) for du w/FMFPac WestPac GndFor 
(MCC 159) w/20 days delrep," by November 1. As one source states, "WestPac was a contraction for 'Western 
Pacific' but invariably meant Vietnam, at least at that time." When the count of 485,600 – the number of US 
military servicemen in Vietnam – was made available on December 31, 1967, now-1stLT Norman E. Lane Jr. was 
one of them. For the 382,000 young men who had entered US military service through the Selective Service System 
in calendar year 1966, how many of them were also included among this total?   
 
In the summer of 1964, at the time that 1stLT Samuel R. Bird – then executive officer of Charlie Company, 1st 
Battalion, 3rd Infantry Regiment, (The Old Guard) – informed his commander of his intent to volunteer for service 
in Vietnam, there were approximately 20,000 US military personnel stationed there. Though we do not know 
whether this was a factor in his decision, the two incidents in the Gulf of Tonkin had occurred or been reported on 
August 2 and 4 of that summer. As a stark reminder that Vietnam was a war zone for American military advisors – 
as it had been at Ap Bac in January, 1963 – 1stLT Bird commanded the burial detail at Arlington National 
Cemetery for his Citadel classmate, 1stLT William David Ragin, who had been killed in action on August 20 – ten 
days after the enactment of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution – while serving as a MACV advisor with the 41st ARVN 
Ranger Battalion.   
 
On page one, the inset photograph of Sam Bird was taken following his promotion to captain, later in 1964. CPT 
Bird remained with the 3rd Infantry Regiment until the summer of 1965, at which time he began a ten-month 
program of advanced training at Fort Benning, preparing him – as well as possible – for command of an Army 
infantry company in Vietnam. You have read of An Khe, Hon Cong Mountain, and the 1st Cavalry Division 
(Airmobile) before, as I have written about PSGT William A. Ferrell and LT Rick Rescorla. An Khe base, also 
known as Camp Radcliff, had been home to the 1st Cavalry Division for almost twelve months, when CPT Samuel 
Bird arrived there for processing on Thursday, July 21, 1966. It had been fifty-one weeks and one day since 
President Johnson had announced that he was ordering the 1st Cavalry Division to Vietnam, as part of Phase I. For 
comparison, the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) and its supporting units, which had arrived in Vietnam over 
August-September, 1965, totaled 28,000 men – more than the total US troop deployment in Vietnam at the end of 
1964. Now, three weeks before the start of CPT Bird’s tour, there were 267,500 American troops in Vietnam.   
 
CPT Sam Bird was immediately assigned as commanding officer of Bravo Company, 2nd Battalion, 12th Cavalry 
Regiment, within the Division. You have seen this map (page 7, top) before, giving the perspective for Binh Dinh 
and Pleiku (now, Gia Lai) provinces, An Khe and Pleiku, and Highway 19 – that extended from the provincial 
capital and port city of Qui Nhon, through An Khe and Pleiku, where it merges with Highway 14 – after running 
southward approximately ten kilometers, it splits from Highway 14 and heads west for the Cambodian border. The 
location of the Chu Pong massif – bordering the valley of the Ia Drang River – marks the vicinity of Landing Zone 
(LZ) X-Ray and the November, 1965, Battle of the Ia Drang Valley. That Pleiku campaign had claimed the lives of 
over three hundred 1st Cavalry Division troops, eight months before CPT Bird’s arrival in Vietnam. It had been 
said then, and it was still being said: "Whoever controls Route 19 controls the Central Highlands, and whoever 
controls the Highlands controls Vietnam. . . ." At the time that CPT Bird took command of Bravo 2/12, the 
company was providing security for a stretch of Highway 19, west of An Khe. 
 
It was early August, 1966, before CPT Bird and Bravo 2/12 went on an operation. Richard Carlton and I had 
graduated from Anderson Grammar School, back in Brownsville, Tennessee, that spring. Prior to entering 
Haywood High School (HHS) as freshmen that fall, both of us were beginning practice that August with the HHS 
freshman football team. Mr. Russell Lindsey, who would also teach us algebra that year, was the freshman coach. 
The year before, Norman Lane Jr. had worked with Coach Lindsey as an assistant for the freshman team. But on 
August 22, 1966, Norman Lane was reporting to the Commanding Officer, Officer Candidates School, Marine 
Corps Schools, in Quantico, Virginia. Over that summer, intelligence reports had suggested significant enemy 
buildups along the Cambodian and Laotian borders, with a focus on Pleiku and Kontum provinces. Elements of the 
66th People’s Army of Vietnam [PAVN; North Vietnamese Army (NVA)] – who had been heavily engaged with 
the 1st Cavalry Division in the Ia Drang Valley – were still in the area, in force. Civilian Irregular Defense Group 
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For these reasons, Operation Paul 
Revere II – including Alpha 
Company, 1st Battalion, 7th 
Cavalry (Alpha 1/7) and two 
battalions of the 5th Cavalry –
initiated on August 2, 1966. LTC 
Hal Moore had commanded the 1/7
Cavalry at the Battle of the Ia Dran
Valley, and LTC Robert Tully’s 2/5 
Cavalry had been among the 
reinforcements who had reached LZ 
X-Ray on the second day of that 
fight. Now these units – though 
largely depleted of those battle-
hardened combat veterans – were
being called on again. CPT Bird 
estimated that his own Bravo 2/
unit consisted of 70% new so
most of whom were eighteen or 
nineteen years old. Not only were 
the same 1st Cavalry units engagi
the same NVA units, in some case
but some of the worst fighting 
during Paul Revere II also took 

place in areas where the units had been heavily enga
 
 The operation followed the now familiar pattern of extensive search and maneuver, interspersed with brief 
 periods of intense contact. . . . 
  From 2 to 7 August, efforts centered on finding the enemy. . . . most of the sightings and contacts were of 
 individuals and small groups. On August 8th however, A Company, 1st Battalion 7th Cavalry Regiment (A/1/7 
 Cav) came under heavy fire at LZ Juliet and withstood mass assaults by a reinforced battalion for several 
 hours.4 
 
On that Monday, August 8, favorable weather conditions finally allowed CPT Sam Bird’s Bravo 2/12 to board a 
flight of twenty-five Huey helicopters – out of Pleiku, a few miles from where they had been waiting for six days – 
bound for a location sixty miles southwest, near the Cambodian border. The Chu Pong massif is approximately 
forty-five miles southwest of Pleiku, for reference. 
 
 Most of the [Bravo 2/12] men weren’t aware of the armada’s slow, raking turn to the west. The company was 
 being diverted in midair to the aid of A Co, 1st/7th [see above], which had been ambushed by an estimated 
 Vietcong (VC) battalion somewhere in the lower reaches of the Chu Pong Massif, a range of mountainous high 
 ground set against the Cambodian border a couple of miles to the south of the Ia Drang River. The entire area 
 was bursting with dense, virgin forest, jungle foliage and razor-sharp wild elephant grass, which grew as high 
 as 20 feet in places as it embroidered the lower reaches of the barren outcrops.5 
 



The helicopters ferrying CPT Bird’s company landed about two kilometers from where the bulk of the fighting – 
involving Alpha 1/7 – appeared to be or have been focused. PFC Gary Davis of 2nd Platoon took the point, and he 
was the first to reach the Alpha 1/7 position after making his way "through the thick jungle and suffocating 
humidity." 
 
 The moment of uncertainty over, the members of A Co filed past without a word, wearing vacant, 
 expressionless faces. . . . 
  About two hundred yards further along the trail, Gary came to a clearing with an open field. . . . In the 
 middle of the field lay what appeared to be a deserted machine gun bunker. . . . 
  After an eternity, he approached the bunker, peered over the lip and saw it was empty except for some 
 discarded ammo boxes and shell and cartridge casings. . . . 
  Nothing could have adequately prepared Gary Davis for the sight that met his eyes when he raised his head 
 out of the bunker and looked in the direction of the tree line on the other side of the clearing. As he lowered his 
 gaze to the ground, 40 yards or so in front of him, there they were. It was a couple of seconds before he grasped 
 what this symmetrical olive-green mass actually was. Its neatness seemed to ascribe an extra dimension of 
 obscenity to the spectacle. Uniformly laid out in rows, partially covered by ponchos billowing in the gentle 
 breeze, lay the remains of 25 American servicemen who had been walking through a ravine, straight into the 
 path of strategically placed heavy machine gun fire. . . .5 
 
The Coffelt Database places the ambush at "LZ Juliett" at a location nine kilometers east-northeast of "Chu Prong 
Mountain," twenty-four kilometers south-southeast of Duc Co. Of the twenty-one Alpha 1/7 NCOs and enlisted  
men lost there on August 8, 1966, SP4 Clifton Bennett, from El Monte, California, was twenty years old – he had 
been in Vietnam one year and one day. PFC Jack Welch was a twenty-year old draftee from Chicago – he had been 
in the Army less than a year, and he had been in Vietnam three weeks. 
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Over the next two weeks CPT Bird 
and Bravo 2/12 were first ferried by 
helicopter to a river valley between 
the mountains and the border; later 
they moved out on foot toward the 
north, toward the Ia Drang River, 
into the heart of the Chu Pong 
massif (see map, left). Operatio
Paul Revere II ended on Wednes
August 24, and Bravo 2/12 returned 
to An Khe. Near the end of the 
operation, the highly respected 
French photojournalist Cathy Leroy 
had joined the company for one or 
two days – she and an AP reporter 
had been commissioned to do a story 
on CPT Sam Bird. His connection 
with the events of November 22-25, 
1963, had followed him to this 
remote location near the Cambodian 
border, almost three years later. As 
the operation ended, Norman Lane 
Jr. was in his third day with the 41st 
Class of the Officer Candidate 
Course at Quantico.   
 
When I wrote earlier about "The 
Draft, 1970, and Brownsville, 
Tennessee," I told the story of Army 



SP4 Rick Johnston of Brownsville, who was killed in a helicopter accident in Vietnam on August 17, 1970 – note 
in particular that this was four years after Operation Thayer, which is described below. The Huey helicopter that 
Rick was serving on – as door gunner on this flight – had departed LZ Powder in Binh Dinh Province on a 
relatively short hop to LZ "North" English, twenty-five kilometers to the southeast. Without any distress call, the 
aircraft had deviated from its planned course and was flying toward the coast. While flying at very low altitude near 
the mouth of the Bong Son River, the tailboom struck a sandbar on the riverbank, and the aircraft crashed. 
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The operations map for Operation Thayer I (below) indicates the location for the village of Bong Son, located on 
Highway 1, about five 
kilometers south-
southwest of LZ English. 
have not been able to 
identify any location for 
LZ Powder, but it woul
be off this map, to the 
northwest of LZ English. 
The only river in the 
vicinity of Bong Son 
village is "Song Lai 
Giang," or "the Lai Giang 
River." But in To the 
Limit: An Air Cav Huey 
Pilot in Vietnam,6 Tom 
Johnson gives a map (not 
shown) identifying the 
Bong Son River. It is clear 
that the Bong Son River
another name for the Lai 
Giang River shown o
map. The location of Rick 
Johnston’s fatal helicopter 
crash on August 17, 1970,
was near the mouth of the 
river, on or near the coast.
 
CPT Bird and Bravo 2/1
had approximately two-
and-one-half weeks at An 
Khe, between their re
from Operation Paul 
Revere II and the start 
their next – Operation 
Thayer. The preceding 
description of the coastal 
Bong Son area within 
Binh Dinh province also 
gives some introductio
the cause and mission fo
Thayer, which began on 
September 13, 1966, 
was the first of three 
consecutive operations 
(Thayer, Irving, and 
Thayer II). One source 
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 strongholds in Binh Dinh Province.  

summarizes the background to this fall, 1966, campaign as pitting (primarily) the 1st Cavalry Division agains
communist
 
 Search and Destroy meant invading these seemingly tranquil outposts of another time and place . . . to uncover 
 rice or weapons caches. The entire Bong Son area formed part of a sophisticated supply network for the 22nd 
 NVA Regiment, whose stronghold was the An Lao Valley to the west. Anything considered helpful to the 
 enemy was destroyed.5 
 
Food stores from central coastal areas had also been a strategic consideration for the communist forces in their  
planning, as analyzed by the US Army in the weeks leading up to Operation Paul Revere II. NVA and Viet Cong 
planners hoped that their planned attacks on the CIDG camps at Duc Co and Plei Me, and on Pleiku city, would 
draw major US forces away from Tuy Hoa and the south central coast, thereby enabling the Viet Cong to secure the 
rice harvest in that area at that time of the year. 
 
 The Central Bong Son Plain comprised a densely populated area of adjoining river deltas surrounded by high 
 ground on three sides and bisected by the main north-south artery of Highway 1. . . . 
  The geography within the Bong Son area varied dramatically. Along the South China Sea the terrain was 
 predominantly flat, punctuated by an occasional densely forested area of undulating high ground. The villages 
 in the area were separated from each other by open expanses of tapioca fields, rice paddies and thickets. Most 
 of the villages contained anywhere from 25 to 50 separate hootches, or Vietnamese huts. . . .  
   Yet what enhanced these quaint, idyllic villages, trapped in time with their crude implements and almost 
 medieval way of life, was the gentle sway of palms and banana trees lilting in the offshore breeze.5 
 
In a letter to his parents written just before Sam Bird and Bravo 2/12 were flown into the Bong Son area, he 
described one difficulty that he and his men would face there, for the first time. In stark contrast to the area of 
operations for Paul Revere II, around the Chu Pong massif and Ia Drang Valley, "The area that we are going to now 
is inhabited by ‘Friendlies,’ Neutral and VC. Of these, many are old ladies, old men and children. You don’t know 
who to trust." 
 
CPT Bird and Bravo 2/12 were ferried to LZ English on September 12, and the following day they were moved to 
the coast to initiate their assignment in Operation Thayer. Four days later, the company experienced a tragic 
illustration, stemming from the dilemma that their captain had written his parents about. At about 5:00 p.m. that 
Saturday afternoon, the men of Bravo 2/12 were already experiencing an uneasy feeling as they approached two 
women and an elderly man on the pathway leading to one village. The company had not seen one man of military 
age in their sweeps that day, further fueling their apprehension of a possible ambush. Eighteen-year old SPC Joey 
Forgione from New York City, one of the senior radio telephone operators, asked the three villagers whether there 
were any mines in the area. All three fervently shook their heads. CPT Bird then ordered a squad from the lead 
platoon to move ahead and conduct a reconnaissance of the village. 
 
 A barbed wire fence appeared to signify the outskirts of the village, connecting with a hedgerow of cactus 
 plants and other vegetation on either side. A dirt path wound its way through to an opening in the fence, where 
 a small wooden gate had been erected between two posts, leading into the village. . . . 
  The point man unlatched the gate, took one step forward and the ground exploded beneath his feet. . . . The 
 man crumpled as everyone else hit the ground. Some 150 feet or so away, Joe Forgione yelled out, "Son-of-a-
 God-damned-bitch!" as he thought of the old man shaking his head when asked about mines in the area. . . .  
  Still alive, he [the wounded soldier] was loaded onto the medevac chopper in a blood-soaked poncho.5  
 
As Sam Bird wrote the following evening, after Bravo 2/12 had returned to their firebase:  
 
 Early this morning [Sunday, September 18], when we were moving into the village, we would have killed 
 anything that moved. I certainly wanted to level the entire area; I think for spite if nothing else. However, by 
 the middle of the afternoon, we were having our aid men trying to help the sick people. Most of the people 
 were women and children and most of the kids were sick. Today was a good example of how mixed-up this war 
 can get. Like I’ve said before, it often seems like a strange war in many ways.5  



"until the summer of 1965, at which time he began a ten-month program of advanced training at Fort Benning, 
preparing him – as well as possible [italics mine]– for command of an Army infantry company in Vietnam." The 
events experienced by CPT Sam Bird and the men of Bravo 2/12 on August 8 and again on September 17-18, 1966, 
underscore the phrase, as well as possible. After ten more largely uneventful days, CPT Bird and Bravo 2/12 were 
ferried back to An Khe. Operation Thayer ended on October 1. 
 
The company spent much of October and early November providing road security for Highway 19 in the vicinity of 
An Khe, and there was a brief diversion to the area around Pleiku. By November 10, however, the men of Bravo 
2/12 found themselves back in the Bong Son region. Nine thousand miles away, on Friday, October 28, 1966, now-
2ndLT Norman E. Lane Jr., USMCR, had followed his orders to report to the Commanding Officer of The Basic 
School, Quantico, "for a period in excess of twenty weeks." That night, at Memorial Field in Norman’s hometown 
of Brownsville, Tennessee, Sandra Edmonds was crowned Homecoming Queen during the pregame festivities. In 
legendary head coach John Hooper's one hundredth victory in only twelve seasons, the Tomcats defeated the 
Dyersburg Trojans, 48-20. As I have written, two of Sandra's 126 classmates – Lewis Haak and Danny Overton, 
HHS Class of 1967 – would die serving their country with the Marine Corps in Vietnam over the six-month period, 
July 25, 1969-January 4, 1970.  
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Operation Thayer II had been in full swing for about two weeks. Whether you refer to it as the Lai Giang River or 
the Bong Son River, its map course (below) connects the mouth of the river on the coast of the South China Sea – 
in a somewhat meandering, southwesterly direction – to its point of intersection with Highway 1, just south of the 

village of Bong Son. 
LZ English, from 
which Bravo Compan
had been ferried into 
action in mid-
September, is again 
five kilometers north-
northeast of Bong So
on Highway 1. About 
three kilometers 
southwest of the 
village, there is a 
bifurcation in the 
river’s map course. Th
arm or tributary 
leading to the north is 
the An Lao River, 
which forms the A
Lao Valley as it cuts 
through the mountains. 
As mentioned 
previously, the An Lao
Valley was the 
stronghold for the 22n
NVA Regiment. The
arm or tributary 
leading to the 
southwest, from the 
branch point, is the 
Kim Son River. The 
Kim Son Valley also
provides a confluenc
point for seven smaller
rivers, separated by 
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 and the Soui Ca Valley-

appy Valley were targeted in Operation Thayer II.  

CPT Bird and Bravo 
/12 remained focused on the hills and valleys surrounding Bong Son. Still, Sam Bird wrote: 

ls. 

 saw some artillery shells 
hitting some hills in the distance, and then I was reminded of the war once again.5    

 

ng to 

 
the 

 

 
s and CPT Bird – and in fact all of Bravo Company – 

ad grown extremely close during their times together. 

 

 fight them back once more. The whole company launched into a rousing cheer as he 
boarded the helicopter.5  

cember 
8, CPT Sam Bird had written a New Year’s letter to his parents back in Kansas. The last paragraph read: 

e year [his tour in Vietnam] will be a lot 
more enjoyable than the first half. At least as far as I am concerned."5  

He was wrong.5 
 

mountains. Judging from the map (page 9) image, you can see why the US military referred to this area as the 
Crow’s Foot. Operation Thayer had targeted enemy forces within the Crow’s Foot area but had not met with great 
success. The Kim Son Valley and the Crow’s Foot were targeted again in Operation Thayer II, commencing on 
October 25. In addition, this operation targeted the Soui Ca Valley, referred to by GIs as "Happy Valley." The Soui 
Ca is a mountain stream, not a river, and the valley is generally to the south of Kim Son Valley. The easiest way t
find Happy Valley on the map (page 9) is to start near the bottom, at "LZ HAMMOND," just west of Highw
road is seen in dashed lines, branching off to the northwest from Highway 1; LZ Hammond is next to this road, 
which is Route 504 on the map. Route 504 follows a northwesterly course before heading due north. As 504 
approaches the mountains, it parallels the course of the Soui Ca, which carves the Soui Ca Valley out of the 
surrounding mountains. Route 504 appears to traverse this mountainous stretch in a northerly direction and then
appears to connect with Route 3A in the Crow’s Foot. So the Kim Son Valley-Crow’s Foot
H
 
While Thayer II targeted these valleys to the southwest and south of Bong Son, it appears that 
2
 
 A little north of here, it almost reminds me of Colorado. On top of a little peak, you can really see for miles. 
 The surrounding terrain is really hilly and the recent rains have caused a lot of mountain streams and waterfal
 As I was looking down into the valley yesterday evening while the sun was going down, I just had to sit and 
 gaze for a while. It looked so peaceful. I even forgot there was a war going on, until I
 
 
The war came crashing in on the evening of Monday, November 21, as the men had lined up for a quiet evening 
meal of hot chow, flown in by helicopter. Two friendly artillery rounds crashed in that night – all of a sudden, out 
of nowhere –exploding about fifteen meters from where the men had gathered. Twenty-nine year old PSGT Roger 
Lawson, from Kimmell, Indiana, had joined Bravo Company just two months earlier. Annette Bird and Tim Prouty
describe PSGT Lawson as being different from "the typical field sergeant – more a good garrison NCO. He 
probably shouldn't have been out in the field but he never complained." CPT Bird had taken a particular liki
PSGT Lawson – both were devout Christians as well –and had tried to ease the pressure on him physically 
whenever possible. While standing in the chow line that night, PSGT Lawson was hit by shrapnel from the friendly 
fire and bled to death before a medevac helicopter could be called in. He left a wife and two children back home in
Indiana. Beyond this tragedy and the hot Thanksgiving meal the company shared in the field three days later, 
one other notable event – on December 1 – was the departure of LT Brien "B.T." Collins, who had served as 
forward artillery observer for Bravo 2/12 for virtually all of calendar year 1966. LT Collins was rotating back to the
US, where he would join a Special Forces unit. In June, 1967, B.T. Collins found himself back in Vietnam, and in 
the middle of a fierce firefight in a bad neighborhood. As he attempted to throw his fifth grenade, it blew up in his
hand – he lost one arm and one leg. But in 1966, LT Collin
h
 
 The following day [December 1] Brien Collins left on the evening chopper. The company gathered around in a
 circle to see him off. Back in October . . . Sam had presented him with a hand-made wooden plaque denoting 
 the Combat Infantryman’s Badge on behalf of the entire company. Tears rolled down B.T.’s cheeks that day  
 and now he was having to
 
 
Four days later, on December 5, 1966, CPT Bird and Bravo Company were flown out of the Thayer II area of 
operations, for three weeks of relative quiet in an area near the Cambodian border. Later that month, on De
2
 
 "I hope 1967 brings us all a lot of happiness. I’m sure the last half of th
 
 
 



As of December 31, 1966, there were 385,300 US troops in Vietnam – nearly a twenty-fold increase over the 
number that had been stationed there when then-1stLT Sam Bird had first discussed his intention of volunteering 
for service in Vietnam with his commander, 3rd Infantry Regiment. 2ndLT Norman Lane Jr. had spent his 
Christmas vacation back home in Brownsville, Tennessee, with his mother – recently moved to Memphis from 
Bronxville, New York – his maternal grandparents Elizabeth and Marion Thornton, and his sister Linda, her 
husband Larry Nicholas, and their two-month old son, Michael. As Norman later wrote to his ten-year old pen pal, 
Carol Weston: "At Christmas they all came to Brownsville and I got to see my nephew for the first time. People 
have been calling me 'Uncle Norm' for years, and now I really am an uncle. My nephew, Michael, is a pretty cute 
baby, but he doesn't have much to say for himself. . . ." For Christmas, 1967, 1stLT Lane would be writing to his 
family and friends from a base called Charlie 2, within the Strong Point Obstacle System (aka the McNamara Line), 
just south of the Demilitarized Zone. 
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Much of the following description, regarding LZ Bird, comes from "The Story of Charlie Company, 1st Battalion, 
12th Cavalry, 1st Cavalry Division: 1963-1972, " by Doug Warden.7 As viewed on the map (left), LZ Bird was 

located in a bend in the Kim Son 
River about twenty-one kilometers 
southwest of Bong Son village. It 
was an LZ surrounded by hills on 
three sides and a river on the 
remaining side. Several of the men 
from Charlie Company, 1/12 
Cavalry, complained that the LZ 
could not be defended. "We are 
bait!" exclaimed the commander of 
3rd platoon, when the company first 
arrived. As to the name, the story is 
that CPT Bird and Bravo 2/12 had 
been the first company to land at the 
LZ back in September, 1966. Three 
companies of 1/12 Cavalry, 
including Charlie Company, had 
been decimated in a firefight with 
the 18th NVA Regiment in a pla
called the 506 Valley during the 
evening of Saturday, December 17, 
1966. The following day – one week 
before Christmas – Charlie 1/12 
patrolled out of 506 Valley – they 
were ferried on December 20 to LZ 
Bird, where they thought they would 
be able to rest and take on 
replacements. Back home in 
America – on the night of Sunday, 

December 18 – CBS aired the original telecast of the Dr. Seuss classic, "How the Grinch Stole Christmas!" The 
Christmas truce in Vietnam appears to have taken effect for twenty-four hours over December 24-25, 1966. On the 
night of Monday, December 26, there were about two hundred Americans at LZ Bird – a mix of infantry (Charlie 
1/12) and artillery (nine usable 105- and 155mm howitzers) – overall, the infantry company was at barely one-half 
strength, due primarily to losses at 506 Valley. One after-action analysis stated that it was "inconceivable that two 
artillery batteries would have been placed in such a vulnerable position . . ." 
 
As described previously, the 22nd NVA Regiment had been operating in the An Lao Valley, north and west of 
Bong Son. But the day after the engagement in 506 Valley, the regiment had been ordered to move to a staging area 
southwest of Bong Son, in preparation for their assault on LZ Bird. The NVA force numbered about seven hundred 
fifty men – a nearly four-fold numerical advantage over the American defenders. 



The map below summarizes the battle, which began at 1:05 a.m. on Tuesday, December 27. In America, it was the 
afternoon of the day after Christmas. As described, "the NVA launched their attack at the north end of the LZ and 
the east side of the LZ. With rockets, mortars and heavy machine gun fire incoming to the perimeter . . ." Without 
my going into detail, the assault had continued for about thirty minutes – in the middle of the night. SGT Delbert O. 
Jennings, who would receive the Medal of Honor for his bravery that night, took command of one group of 
Americans. Every officer in Charlie Company was either dead or severely wounded. 
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little to the left to aim at another 155mm gun. When he pulled the lanyard, the attack from the north  was 
alted."7 

nd 

"Jennings now saw the 
only way to save the 
situation was to regroup 
everyone he could find at 
the southern end of the 
LZ, around the 105mm 
gun emplacements and the
3rd platoon bunkers. Since 
they couldn't assault the 
enemy, he thought that t
best offense was a g
defense. So they moved to 
the west and then in a 
southward direction. . . . 
 Jennings group joined 
[PSGT Comar] Johnson's 
group at precisely the 
same moment that Lt. 
[John] Piper [Executive 
Officer of the 105mm 
battery] was loading the 
105mm #2 gun. . . . He 
[Piper] yelled to one of th
artillerymen, ‘Get me a 
Bee Hive round!’ The 
infantrymen had never 
heard that term before, 
thinking that he  was crazy. 
Piper loaded the round 
into the breach and since
he had no green flare, 
yelled as loudly as he
could, ‘Bee Hive! Bee 
Hive!’ An artilleryman 

front of #2 gun heard Piper and he cried out, ‘Good God, fire that son-of-a-bitch!’ He pulled the lanyard and 8,500
flechettes, or small metal arrows, launched toward the swarming enemy at near supersonic speed. He had aimed at
large group of NVA that were massing near the number 1 gun pit of the 155mm's [When fired at the massed NVA 
infantry, the beehive round had an approximately thirty degree cone of fire up to three hundred meter
shotgun effect.]. 
 The tent near number 1 gun disintegrated from the flechettes from the beehive round. There arose an agon
chattering and screaming. Piper yelled, "Get me another Bee Hive!" He loaded it and moved the barrel of the 
105mm a 
h
 
Shortly before 2:00 a.m. – with the combined effect of the beehive rounds, reinforcements from 1/5 Cavalry, a
support from both ground artillery and aerial rocket artillery – the tide began to turn in favor of the American 
defenders. The NVA force, as indicated on the map (see above), had overrun 60-70% of LZ Bird – but they were 
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ns that jammed 
r would not fire, and other communications issues, had not been sufficient to destroy the outpost. 

, 

ttery 

T Sam Bird had commanded the casket team for a president that 
onday, 9,000 miles and an eternity removed. 

 
ebrated their seventeenth wedding anniversary in Brownsville, 

ennessee, on Tuesday, December 27, 1966. 

ollowing 
ay ent. . . . 

 When B Co arrived on December 27th, they were greeted by a horrendous sight. . . .  

to 

ws 

ritten on December 28. It is also possible that the reasons are correct, but the dates are 
ifted by one or two days. 

 Bird 

oin 

 on Friday, 
nuary 27 – exactly one hundred sixty-five weeks to the day since that dark Friday in November. 

rt by 

 

ces 

ive in Japan, 1967," released in CD and iTunes 
rmats. The January 18, 1967, issue of Variety carried the story: 

, the trio 

personality was given ample play and the choral work was made vibrant by Mary's bell-like tones. . . .8 

beaten back. Their overwhelming numerical superiority, combined with bad weather that hindered or delayed aerial 
rocket artillery support for the LZ, the loss of the LZ’s homing beacon transmitter, American weapo
o
 
All of this had come at a tragic cost – twenty-nine American defenders died that night at LZ Bird. SP4 Freddie 
Burnette, from Durham, North Carolina, was two days shy of his twentieth birthday, which would have come four 
days after Christmas. He had been in Vietnam for seven months. He had enlisted with the Army on November 12
1965 – two days before the first shots had been fired in the Battle of the Ia Drang Valley. Freddie Burnette rests 
eternally now, in Maplewood Cemetery, Durham, North Carolina. December 29, 2015, would have been his sixty-
ninth birthday. PFC Ronald Zitiello, from Cleveland, was twenty-one and served with the 155mm howitzer ba
that was overrun during the assault. He also had been in Vietnam for seven months, and he was laid to rest in 
Arlington National Cemetery – where then-1stL
M
 
Back in America – thirteen time zones behind – World War 2 combat veteran and recipient of the Bronze Star
Medal, Alex Claiborne, and his wife Libba cel
T
 
 On the 26th of December, the company received word they were to be flown back to Bong Son the f
 d . This was because an LZ named Bird . . . had been all but overrun by a Vietcong regim

5 
 
So reads the text of So Proudly He Served. While it is possible that CPT Bird and Bravo 2/12 had received orders 
be ferried back to Bong Son on December 26, this could not have been in response to the LZ Bird assault, which 
did not commence until early on December 27. My judgement is to accept the dates but not the reasons. This allo
Bravo Company to be at LZ Bird on the 27th, following the battle, and it is also consistent with the date of Sam 
Bird's letter to his parents, w
sh
 
Back in the Bong Son region, the first two-and-one-half weeks of January, 1967, had been hectic for CPT Sam
and Bravo 2/12. In that December 28 letter to his parents, Sam had confided, "Colonel [LTC Jay] Hatch [2nd 
Battalion commander] said I'll probably stay with Bravo for about another thirty days and then I'll be sent to j
battalion staff." Sam had been informed, earlier in December, that he was being assigned to the US Military 
Academy as a tactical officer, following his tour – and his twenty-seventh birthday was coming up,
Ja
 
As I have written, Susan Sharpe, Dale Thornton, and Amy Floyd of Brownsville had planned to attend a conce
Peter, Paul, and Mary that was scheduled to be given in Dallas on Saturday night, November 23, 1963. In the 
aftermath of the president's assassination, that event had of course been canceled. Now, in January, 1967, the folk
trio was performing in Japan over the same time frame that had kept CPT Bird and Bravo Company busy in the 
Bong Son area – 2,700 miles and two time zones away. On the sixteenth and seventeenth, the group's performan
in Tokyo and Kyoto had been recorded – a live album featuring songs from these two concerts was released in 
Japan, but not in the US. Only in 2012 was "Peter, Paul and Mary: L
fo
 
 The 1967 concert season in Japan was launched on a high note by Peter, Paul & Mary, who held the stage of 
 2,406-seat Kosei Nenkin Hall for over two hours at their Tokyo opening. They could have gone on indefinitely. 
 Displaying a remarkable standard of consistency through a songalog that was mainly in the folk groove
 varied the mood from soulful to spirited to comic without diminishing returns. Each member's distinct 
 
 
Back in America, the first-ever Super Bowl had been played three days before, at Memorial Coliseum in Los 
Angeles. Vince Lombardi, Bart Starr, and the Green Bay Packers had defeated Hank Stram, Len Dawson, and the 
Kansas City Chiefs, 35-10. But Richard Carlton and I, then halfway through our freshman year at Haywood High 
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at Sunday afternoon to see the science fiction thriller, "Fantastic Voyage," with Raquel Welch 
 one leading role. 

962, 

ing 
am, and had 

ntered The Basic School at Quantico about two months ahead of Norman. As Joe has written: 

d before the Supreme Court of Tennessee in our Marine uniforms and were sworn in to the Bar. Hallelujah! 
. . 

 our orders. 
All of the 03's (infantry) were assigned to the first Marine Division in Danang, . . .9 

 September, 2014, John Russell wrote: 

ol 
ree times arranged to meet in DC for the weekend Saturday and 

Sunday when we both had the time off.  

ed 

 and never received 
. Though, as Joe recalls, from his 

orman 
. . . 

ng him to find himself and to do what he 
meant to do. It was not my last contact with 

 PSGT 

endar 

om Saigon. PFC Coleman was from the "enhanced" class of draftees from 1966, and he had only been in the 

School in Brownsville, had to learn of the Super Bowl I outcome later. The two of us had decided to walk uptown 
to the Ritz Theater th
in
 
In Quantico, Virginia, 2ndLT Norman Lane Jr. was now halfway through the course prescribed for The Basic 
School Class 3-67. As I have written in Part One of this story, Norman had entered Vanderbilt Law School in 1
and over the 1963-1964 academic year he had been introduced to three first-year law students, all one year his 
junior. Joe Myers, John Russell, and Chuck Cherry had all participated in the USMCR PLC-Law program dur
the summer of 1963. All three had finished law school in 1966, had passed the Tennessee Bar ex
e
 
 In order to stay in the PLC Law Program, I needed to be a member of the state bar. . . . However, in my case 
 failure [of the Bar exam] would have meant conversion from PLC Law to infantry and almost certain duty in 
 Vietnam. That created some real pressure and I will never forget the day that John Russell, Chuck Cherry and I 
 stoo
 . 
  We graduated from Basic School on [Friday] January 20, 1967, my 26th birthday. We received
 
 
In
 
 I do have a picture of me and Norman that was taken in my room at Quantico on my last night at basic school 
 before leaving for overseas, with a stop at Camp Pendleton. Norman stopped by to see me. Our basic scho
 classes overlapped. He and I on two or th
 
 
Based on Joe Myers' story, this photo must have been taken either on or within one or two days of Friday, January 
20, 1967. John Russell went on to Camp Pendleton before spending about six months in Okinawa. John then serv

in Vietnam from October, 1967, to August, 1968. 
Chuck Cherry was stationed in Vietnam over 1968-
1969. Joe Myers was assigned to Military Justice 
School in Newport, Rhode Island,
orders for Vietnam
acquaintance with Norman Lane at Vanderbilt: 
 
"Also during our first year of law school, I met N
Lane. He was a great guy, very popular and bright. 
He wanted to know all about my Marine Corps 
experience which I shared with him. He joined the 
Marine  Corps and went off to Basic School thanking 
me for helpi
was 
Norman."9  
 
Following the death of Haywood County native,
William Ferrell, in the Ia Drang Valley on November 
17, 1965, there were no losses in Vietnam from 
Brownsville, Stanton, or Haywood County for cal
year 1966. That changed on Sunday, January 22, 1967, 

when PFC Willie Coleman Jr. from Brownsville, serving with Bravo 3/60 of the 9th Infantry Division, slipped in 
the mud and drowned while fording a stream with his patrol in Gia Dinh Province, a coastal area due southeast 
fr
Army for ten months – two of which were in Vietnam.  
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er 15, 
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rissom] hung a lemon on the crew hatch of [Riley] 
cCafferty's simulator [McCafferty was responsible for matching technical and operational parameters in the 

 
nt, was scheduled for 

riday, January 27, 1967. The reader may wonder, beyond the coincident time frame, what do Apollo 1 in Florida 

m coast to 

n 
 

would turn around. LBJ passed the word to his private staff that he would "very much appreciate" NASA 
   

ith all three astronauts strapped into their couches inside the spacecraft, with the complicated 
ouble-hulled hatch sealed, and with the spacecraft pressurized to 16.7 pounds per square inch with one hundred 

simulator. . . . 

new then, or ever, just when it came to life. No one saw it, heard it,  
could happen, dreamed in their worst nightmare that it would happen. Or dared to contemplate 

e  
 capsule interior. . . . 

ice call was muffled and incredibly distant, as if it were coming from anywhere but a   
o headsets with all the impact of a physical blow. 

le deep voice of Gus Grissom in a cry to his closest friends: 
ire in the cockpit!" 

" 

In addition to "Fantastic Voyage," the one other very clear memory I have, as a high school freshman back in 
Brownsville, from that January now forty-nine years ago, came on the evening of Friday, January 27, 1967 
Vietnam this had been Sam Bird's twenty-seventh birthday. As I have written in Part One of this story, Richard and 
I, and many others, had grown up with NASA and the manned space program – both Mercury and Gemini 
components. Gemini 12 – "the last of its breed" – had completed its nearly four-full-day mission on Novemb
1966 – five days after CPT Bird and Bravo 2/12 had made their second call on the Bong Son region. As of that 
date, Project Gemini was history. Now, Project Apollo was scheduled to begin – the launch of Apollo 1 had 
originally been scheduled for February 21, 1967 – Gus Grissom would be mission commander, and Ed White and 
Roger Chaffee were his crew members. But to give readers a simply stated impression of how things were go
tests, simulated countdowns, exercises – involving both the Apollo 1 spacecraft and its nonflying flight simulator 
twin: "[In early December, 1966] the irate commander [G
M
simulator with those in the actual Apollo 1 spacecraft.]." 
 
Now, with the spacecraft atop its Saturn 1B booster, and with the assembly positioned on Launch Pad 34, a manned
"full dress rehearsal," with the cabin pressurized in a one hundred percent oxygen environme
F
and CPT Sam Bird and Bravo 2/12 in Vietnam have in common? The answer is, quite a lot: 
 
 Lyndon Johnson was a president besieged from all sides. Racial unrest scourged American cities fro
 coast. Massive protests against the unpopular war in Vietnam were fueled by rising death tolls, and Johnson 
 was coming under additional fire for cooperating with a corrupt South Vietnamese government.   
  The year 1967 rolled in like a political garbage truck with its tires burning. This was the year [President] 
 Johnson would have to begin his fight for reelection if he was to remain in the White House. He needed a 
 public relations miracle to recapture the hearts and minds of an electorate no longer in his grasp, and the prize 
 Johnson wanted to offer America was Apollo. If he could get NASA to boost that program ahead of its ow
 schedule and get Americans safely to the moon and back during the election-year struggle, his political fortunes
 
 getting off dead center and flying again. The message to NASA was clear: "Get off your asses, gentlemen."10

 
That afternoon, w
d
percent oxygen: 
 
 It didn't take long for Grissom to wish he'd hung a lemon outside the spacecraft as well as the 
  The countdown stretched on for hours. . . . 
  It was already after six o'clock. The crew had been in the cabin more than five hours. . . . 
  They scheduled the countdown to pick up again at 6:31 p.m.  
   No one saw it begin. No one k
  imagined it 
  what was virtually inevitable. . . . 
  It sparked. 
   The spark exploded. In an instant faster than thought, the tiny flicker of electricity became a massiv
  shock wave of flame, which fed on the oxygen-soaked environment of the pressurized
   The first vo
  modern spaceship. But it rippled int
   "Fire!" 
  One word from Ed White. 
  Immediately afterward came the unmistakab
   "I've got a f
  Instantly afterward, Roger Chaffee's voice: 
   "Fire!" 
  Then a garbled transmission and then the final plea: 
   "Get us out!
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 Another transmission, words no one would ever understand, a scream, and – 

 The lives of Gus Grissom, Roger Chaffee, and Ed White had been snuffed out in eight-and-one-half   

ternet source reports: "I remember that Friday night well. I was watching the TV show The Time Tunnel, a sci-fi 
d."  

ts. The 

ad had a gut-wrenching reaction to the news of PSGT William Ferrell's death in Vietnam in 
ovember, 1965. Now, on the evening of January 27, 1967, Richard and I were old enough to know firsthand what 

youth of the town, and it was popular. The 
height of these dances came in 1966 . . . These parties would run from 8 p.m. until midnight. The cost of 

e at the WOW 
uilding. I remember telling a friend the news. Second to the assassination of President Kennedy exactly one 

:31 p.m. EST on Friday evening, January 27, 1967, corresponded to 6:31 a.m. on January 28 in Vietnam. Turning 

hat 

irthday. LTC Hatch had OK’d delivery of cold beer and a special cake. Joey 
orgione had even purchased a Seiko watch while on a recent R&R in Hong Kong – he would give it to his CO and 

g – there, LT Dean Parker, CPT Bird’s new XO, already had operations 
nderway – and things were moving quickly. Helicopters had already started to arrive – this was obviously going to 

ll 
atch at 

 
   Silence.10 
 
 
  seconds.10 
    
The voice transmission that first reported the fire from the spacecraft began at 6:31:04.7 p.m. EST on Friday, 
January 27, 1967. I was at home at the time when the spark had exploded. In Brownsville, it would have been 5:31 
p.m. CST when that doomed voice was heard in the blockhouse, sixteen hundred feet from the spacecraft. One 
In
show on the ABC network and they broke in with a report that one astronaut had been killed in a fire on the pa
 
While I cannot verify this story, it is consistent with my recollection. Another Internet source indicates that in 
Memphis, the ABC affiliate aired "The Time Tunnel" in the 7:00-8:00 p.m. (CST) time slot on Friday nigh
ABC News Bulletin was given by Jules Bergman, ABC News Science Editor. I have written that our parents in 
Brownsville h
N
that felt like. 
 
Robert Rooks of Brownsville has written: 
 
 For about 10 years (1958-1968), the WOW (Woodmen of the World) building at 1113 East Main, and the 
 National Guard Armory at 100 Boyd Avenue, would host dances with Mid-South bands playing after most 
 home football games on Friday nights. It was a big time for the 
 
 admission was $1 stag and $1.50 drag.11  
 
The National Guard Armory dances were before my time, but I well remember going to the WOW dances on 
Friday nights in high school. That Friday night, after learning of the Apollo 1 fire, I went to the danc
b
hundred sixty-five weeks before, the Apollo 1 fire was the most serious national tragedy I had felt. 
 
6
the clock back twenty-four hours . . . 
 
The morning of January 27, 1967, at LZ Dog had dawned crystal-clear and sunny. There, one-half mile south of LZ 
English, Bravo 2/12 was set to enjoy the twenty-four hour stand-down that had been announced for them – for t
day. The men knew that CPT Bird would soon be leaving them for 2nd Battalion Headquarters, and they also knew 
that this was his twenty-seventh b
F
friend, Sam Bird, that afternoon. 
 
When it came, CPT Bird and about twenty of his men were at the shower point – two-and-one-half miles south of 
LZ Dog, over the Bong Son River. The captain had a radio positioned outside the shower tent and heard the 
immediate message from LTC Hatch – all of it. It took five minutes for the men in Sam Bird’s shower group to load 
onto the truck and head back to LZ Do
u
involve more than a small air assault. 
 
Intelligence, scattered at first, but now more conclusive – had established the presence of at least one battalion of 
the 22nd NVA Regiment (now one month to the date after their assault on LZ Bird), located about five miles 
northeast of LZ English, in or near one of the various coastal hamlets. My An, Bin Phu, and Truong Lam were a
about one mile inland from the coast, in the vicinity of LZ Trout. The warning order had come into LTC H
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O, 

 

 
 rice and tapioca. The LZ was three or four hundred meters west of Bin Phu hamlet. At 1:45 

.m. the eighteen troop transport "slicks" were airborne – the sixth aircraft carried CPT Bird, his 1st sergeant, six-

s 
 

but a banana-shaped H-21 Shawnee, carrying him and his team to meet – and to care for – as well 
s possible – the coffin carrying the body of the fallen president. One hundred sixty-five Fridays had come – but 

ded 

den over 
s he 

had bought and sent home to Kansas. None matched the splendor beneath him. The Capitol dome reflected the 

ow different the flashes of thought going through the mind of now-twenty-seven year old CPT Sam Bird must 

 
ed the shower point, they had seen the mighty barrels of the 155mm howitzers of LZ 

og and LZ English, belching forth their explosive pounding fury to clear the LZ of the last enemy combatant. 

 was lifted. The artillery had 
ar the area. What was 

or ey 

he ground immediately.  
 On completion of their turn, the helicopters had swung around a full 320 degrees before starting on a fresh 

 

2nd Battalion Headquarters – the time was 12:15 p.m. local – the plan was a large deployment by air assault to 
encircle and kill the enemy force. Twenty-four helicopters had been ordered, but eighteen were available. 
 
SGT Forgione, who had been a senior radio telephone operator (RTO) on that bad day in September, had now been
promoted and was company communications chief. PFC Gary Davis had now joined SP4 John Bankowski as RT
with Davis carrying the 2nd Battalion net and Bankowski the Bravo Company net. The helicopters were all cranked
up, rotors thumping – beating out a deafening roar that complicated, but did not prevent, the mission briefing that 
LT Parker was now giving CPT Bird. LZ Trout was a large, flat clearing of high, dry ground that had once been
home to fields bearing
p
foot four-inch, two hundred fifty pound 1SG Dave Bost, SP4 Bankowski (company net RTO), and PFC Davis 
(battalion net RTO).  
 
The flying time to LZ Trout was a matter of minutes. PFC Davis took out his camera and caught the profile of hi
CO, CPT Sam Bird – gazing intently out the door, rifle at the ready – over the Central Bong Son Plain. This photo,
seen on page one, was taken at approximately 1:45 p.m. local on Friday, January 27, 1967, a few minutes prior to 
landing. The picture, and the pensive, perhaps even introspective pose of its subject – a deep thinker – brings to 
mind his own recorded thoughts during an earlier helicopter ride – not a Huey slick bearing him into battle with a 
dangerous foe – 
a
not gone – since that day when, at approximately 5:00 p.m. EST, then-1stLT Samuel Bird and his team had boar
that helicopter: 
 
 High above Washington Lieutenant Sam Bird was riding toward Andrews in his H-21 helicopter with eight 
 casket bearers . . . As the rotors chattered over Pennsylvania Avenue, he peered down on the White House, the 
 federal triangle, the memorials, the Roman complex of the Hill. This was the first time he had ever rid
 the city, and he thought its beauty breathtaking. He remembered all the tours he had taken, all the souvenir
 
 day's dying light, and a million flickering reflections glittered and shimmered below. It was the most 
 spectacular panorama the Lieutenant had ever seen. He wished this were some other day.12    
 
H
have been, compared to those recorded by then-twenty-three year old 1stLT Sam Bird . . . or were they different at 
all? 
 
Now, the helicopters swung in low over village rooftops as LZ Trout came into view. Even as their two-and-a-half
ton truck had hastily depart
D
Now, as they swung in like raptors seeking their prey, they could see that these same 155s were pounding the LZ 
hard – and with precision. 
 
 Coming in on the final leg toward LZ Trout, they could see that the area was still being prepped. Shells were 
 bursting all over the LZ. Everything looked perfect for a landing once the fire
 certainly done its job. There was no sign of activity, enemy or otherwise, anywhere ne
 m e, the large, open LZ provided a clear view of the surrounding area and what they could expect once th
 hit the ground. It was the ideal scenario for a perfectly executed air assault.  
  Then suddenly, the ships began to flutter, going into a sharp climb to the left. . . . 
  [PFC John] Turnbull broke into the company net to attempt to find out what was going on. A garbled 
 message came back that it was imperative to get everyone on t
 
 short and final approach. Again they were heading to the northeast, to an area about five hundred meters to the
 southeast of Trout – the original, unequivocally-prepped LZ.5 
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 on the left, he [PFC Davis] could see men clad in 

r side of the 
LZ. . . . there were complimentary networks of spider holes dug under hedgerows and bunkers dug into the 

any of the spider holes had been dug 
with two entrances connected by a short tunnel. This enabled the enemy to fire on either side. A group of these 

hese spider holes. 

 at 

 
1st sergeant yelled, "Gook!" and rolled to his 

. He 
 up into the air. 

s 
oked up and trained his eyes on the tree-line, some 50 yards to their front. 

han 25 feet away.  
on 

 

ix has been hit! From my front!" Gary screamed. [An infantry company normally consists of four 
 

any. Bravo 6 (Bravo Six) is the Bravo Company commander, CPT Sam Bird.] . . . 
 Gary started yelling for all he was worth, "Medic, medic! He’s dead! The captain’s been hurt bad! Medic!" 

rning 

 

l 
 of the LZ, five feet from where CPT Bird lay. 1SG Bost now ran to 

eir position, and he and PFC Davis helped get Sam Bird onto the helicopter. LT Parker was now in command of 

 

PFC Davis was on the left side of the Huey, as was CPT Bird. "With his head half out of the helicopter, he began 
shouting, ‘Look! We’re going into the wrong LZ and it’s un-prepped!‘" 
 
 There was a distinct absence of any sign of incoming artillery. . . . 
  Darting in and out of the alleyways between the hootches
 the all too familiar black "pajamas;" some carried anti-aircraft weapons and others held heavy machine guns – 
 there were literally hundreds of NVA regulars swarming all over the LZ. . . . 
  [PFC] Turnbull [in the fourth helicopter, two ahead of CPT Bird] saw one of the first helicopters hit the 
 ground and immediately discharge a red smoke grenade. . . . 
  The company was being dropped into an LZ that had been completely un-prepped and was crawling with 
 NVA regulars. As they came in, they ran the gauntlet of meticulously prepared positions on eithe
 
 walls of several drainage ditches for protection against indirect fires. M
 
 spider holes were located along a hedgerow running from the center to the right side of the LZ.5 
 
But CPT Bird’s line of vision did not allow him to see t
 
 Sam and HQ Platoon came in . . . putting down in the southwest center of the LZ. . . . Heading toward the 
 hedgerow in the center of the LZ, they [CPT Bird, 1SG Bost, SP4 Bankowski, and PFC Davis] were moving
 a 45 degree angle to the nose of the helicopter. . . . 
  They had made it no more than 15 feet from the nose of the helicopter when all four men hit the ground and
 rolled forward. Sam rose again and began moving forward. The 
 left, over to the other side of the hedgerow. There was a frenzied burst of automatic weapons fire. A spider 
 hole no more than 20 feet ahead of them opened  up with all it had. 
  About 40 feet to the south, [SP4] Joe Romagnoli stood mesmerized for a second, as though in a dream
 heard a metallic ping and saw Sam’s helmet fly
  Gary Davis hit the prone position directly behind Sam’s knees. John Bankowski lay close beside him to hi
 left, against the hedgerow. Gary lo
 Another raking barrage of automatic weapons fire sprayed all around him. This time, he could see it was 
 coming from no more t
  After bringing his head back down swiftly, he realized Sam was still lying prone in front of him. "C’m
 Sir, we gotta move!" he yelled. 
  Sam lay there motionless. Then LTC Hatch broke in . . . over the battalion net, "Where’s the fire coming
 from? Where’s Six?"  
  "S
 platoons, each with a distinctive alphanumerical RTO call sign. "Bravo 1-6" would refer to the commander of
 1st  platoon, Bravo Comp
 
 . . .   
  At this point the entire LZ was massive pandemonium, a theater from hell where the bizarre was tu
 into the ridiculous; . . .5 
 
PSGT Max Hanning, positioned about 30 feet to the south, had seen everything. With two grenades, he was able to
neutralize the bunker that had trained its fire on CPT Bird and the HQ Platoon. The captain lay grievously 
wounded, but SP4 Bankowski was dead. PFC Davis, with non-life threatening wounds, stayed with them. CPT Pau
Maxwell landed his helicopter in the center
th
Bravo 2/12. In addition to eighteen-year old SP4 Bankowski, PFC Joseph Arrington, who had been in Vietnam for 
six weeks, and SP4 Richard Mosley, a twenty-year old medic from Albany, New York, were killed in the fighting
at the hot LZ on Friday, January 27, 1967. 
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e at the wrong time. 

 

ow transport to the 106th General Hospital in Japan on February 12. He 
ad uttered a complete sentence the day before. With improvement as required, he was flown to Brooke Army 

ix days later, in Quantico, 2ndLT Norman Lane Jr. and the TBS 3-67 class graduated. On February 27, 2ndLT 
n, 

ndLT Lane was stationed with the Ground Defense Force at Guantanamo Bay, but he had received orders for a 

am was able to fly to Wichita to spend two weeks at home over the Christmas and New Year’s holidays. This was 

ow-1stLT Lane was serving in Vietnam with H&S Company, 3rd Battalion, 4th Marines. The day after 

e 

n February 26, 1968, while the last fires of the Tet Offensive were being extinguished in Vietnam, Sam Bird was 
office as Secretary of Defense. Also on 

is day – six days after his twenty-sixth birthday and three-and-one-half months into his tour in Vietnam, 1stLT 
C-3). 

 
:01 

-minute drive from the airport. The 
emphis Veterans’ Hospital, where Sam Bird was a patient, was 1.6 miles, via Alabama Avenue, from St. Joseph’s 

 
 afternoon 

y VA Hospital, where the staff had agreed to perform an 
peration in which a metal skull plate would be inserted. Finally, on June 14, Sam Bird returned home. 

As Annette Bird and Tim Prouty concluded in 1993, it is doubtful whether the full reasoning behind the last-minute
decision to divert the helicopters can ever be ascertained. For the rest of his life, as far as he was concerned, Sam
Bird had just happened to be in the wrong plac
 
CPT Sam Bird was placed on the very seriously ill list, as the result of a gunshot wound to the head, once he had
arrived at the 85th Evacuation Hospital in Qui Nhon. Miraculously, however, there had been signs of improvement 
over the following week – sufficient to all
h
Hospital in San Antonio on March 23, 1967.  
 
S
Lane had received permanent change of station orders to report to the Commanding General, 2nd Marine Divisio
at Camp Lejeune, on or about March 30. 
 
Sam Bird was moved to Kennedy Veterans’ Hospital in Memphis on July 19, 1967, where he stayed for almost six 
weeks before moving to the new Memphis Veterans’ Hospital in late August. 
 
2
change of station that would take him to Vietnam in November. 
 
S
his first trip and visit to his home since the leave he had taken there prior to departing for Vietnam in July, 1966 – 
seventeen months before. 
 
N
Christmas, he moved out with the battalion toward base A-3 and "The Trace." 
 
January 27, 1968, was Sam Bird’s twenty-eighth birthday. In Vietnam, 1stLT Norman Lane Jr. fought in the Battl
of Mike’s Hill on this date. He would receive the Navy Commendation Medal, with combat "V," for his actions at 
Mike’s Hill that day. 
 
O
promoted to Major. February 29, 1968, was Robert McNamara’s last day in 
th
Norman Lane Jr. wrote to his now-eleven-year old New York pen pal, Carol Weston, from Cam Lo Hill (base 
As Carol described recently, it was, "a lovely letter about Greek translations, belly dancing, ouzo and baklava, and 
his plan to go around the world in 1969 and someday open a nightclub in Istanbul with a Turkish friend . . ." 
 
"Sam’s last night in the hospital at Memphis was Friday, April 5th [1968]." 
 
1stLT Norman E. Lane Jr. was killed in action on Friday, March 29, 1968, while serving as an 81mm Mortar 
Platoon Commander at Cam Lo Hill in Quang Tri Province. The coffin carrying his body was scheduled to arrive at
Memphis Metropolitan Airport on American Airlines flight number 137 at 3:56 p.m. on Thursday, April 4. At 6
p.m. that evening, James Earl Ray fired the shot that killed Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., who had been standing on 
the second floor balcony at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, perhaps a fifteen
M
Hospital, where Dr. King was pronounced dead at 7:05 p.m. CST, on Thursday, April 4, 1968. 1stLT Lane was
buried in Brownsville, Tennessee, sixty miles from Memphis, in a service that began at 3:00 p.m. on the
of Friday, April 5. That afternoon, an American Airlines charter flight left Memphis, carrying Dr. King’s body 
home to Atlanta. MAJ Samuel Bird’s last night in Memphis was that night, Friday, April 5, 1968. The next day, on 
Saturday, April 6, Sam Bird was transferred to the VA Hospital in Wichita.  
 
In May of 1968, Sam was taken to the Oklahoma Cit
o
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n 
ration 

 

 cluster headaches began to worsen. 
his culminated with a series of neurological tests in August, 1981. The neurologist explained that the tests 

 
d was given approximately six months to live. His 

verall condition was already in a final, irreversible phase of deterioration. 

e increasingly darkening horizon came in late January, 1984, when Sam mustered the 
nergy and tolerance that was available to him and attended the retirement reunion for his former XO, Dean Parker, 

which was held at Fort Myer, Virginia. MAJ o 2/12, Dave Porreca, and his former 
forward artillery observer, B.T. Collins, w
 
Sam Bird died on October 18, 1984. He w metery in Wichita on October 22. The 

AND TO DIE IS GAIN PHIL. 1:21 
 

 
es of 

ic from 

s I wrote this, the familiar saying, "Time heals all wounds," crossed my mind. But thinking about this further, I 
te attributed to Mrs. Joseph P. (Rose) 

 

ther 

 

p 
 the Cardinal sprinkled holy water 

 
ily, had been 

aring right into the Attorney General’s eyes."12 

On September 9, 1972, Annette Blazier and Sam Bird were married. Sam was hospitalized again, for one week, i
August of the following year. In July of 1974, the metal skull plate was replaced with a plastic one in an ope
performed at Craig Rehabilitation Hospital in Denver. Over the latter half of the 1970s, Sam’s health stabilized
markedly, although there were still occasional seizures. Over January, 1980, through January, 1983, Annette and 
Sam made four consecutive winter trips to Hawaii.  
 
But in August of 1980, he was hospitalized again. The following spring, the
T
indicated "that the nerve endings surrounding the damaged area of Sam’s brain were showing marked signs of 
deterioration. These ‘rogue’ nerve endings were primarily responsible for the pain in his left leg and other parts of 
his body." Surgery would be required, and yet surgery was not to be allowed under any circumstances. With the
nerve endings continuing to deteriorate unabatedly, Sam Bir
o
 
One heroic bright spot on th
e

 Bird’s earlier XO with Brav
ere there as well. 

as laid to rest in Maple Grove Ce
simple granite stone reads: 
 

MAJ. SAMUEL R. BIRD 
JAN. 27, 1940 – OCT. 18, 1984 
FOR TO ME TO LIVE IS CHRIST, 

The name of Samuel R. Bird, panel 14-E, line 90, was dedicated on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial on Veterans’
Day, Wednesday, November 11, 1987. Just above Sam’s name on panel 14-E, on lines 84 and 87, are the nam
his company net RTO that day, eighteen-year old SP4 John Bankowski, of Dearborn Heights, Michigan, twenty-
one year old PFC Joseph Arrington, of Phoenix, Arizona, and SP4 Richard Mosley, the twenty-year old med
Albany, New York. 
 
A
came across a quo
Kennedy, mother of Joseph P. Kennedy Jr., John F. 
Kennedy, and Robert F. Kennedy. On that cold 
November day in 1963, Rose Kennedy had been 
standing with her son the Attorney General and with the 
grieving widow of the slain president (photograph, 
right), behind the members of the team on one side of
the casket, while 1stLT Samuel R. Bird had been 
standing, behind the members of the team on the o
side of the casket. As William Manchester wrote: 
 
"'Pre-sent Arms!' 
 In McClellan Circle Captain Gray’s battery fired its
twenty-one-gun salute. The troops were brought to 
order arms for the benediction, the casket team tilted u
the field of stars while
on the coffin. Once  more he stepped back, and the 
order to present arms was repeated. Lieutenant Bird,
standing opposite the casket from the fam
st
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 stood immediately to the left of Robert Kennedy. The president’s 
iled in black as was the fallen president’s mother, immediately to his right. As 1stLT Bird had 

ee ennedy’s eyes, Rose Kennedy may well have been staring into his. Few Americans, 

 quoted:  

The wounds remain.  
n lessens.  

But it is never gone. 

n Wednesday, January 27, it will have been forty-nine 
ears since CPT Sam Bird led Bravo Company, 2nd 
attalion, 12th Cavalry Regiment, onto that hot LZ. It 
s his twenty-seventh birthday. 

odspeed Sam Bird, John Bankowski, Richard Mosley, 
nd Joseph Arrington . . . 
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From 1stLT Bird’s position, Rose Kennedy had
widow had stood, ve
b n staring into Robert K
perhaps, gave as much in the twentieth century for their country and for the concept of public service as did Rose 
Kennedy. As she has been
 
 It has been said, "time heals all wounds."  
 I do not agree.  
 
 In time, the mind, protecting its sanity, covers them with scar tissue and the pai
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